Fruit classification contributes to improving the self-checkout and packaging systems in 11 supermarkets. The convolutional neural networks can automatically extract features through 12 directly processing the original images, which has thus attracted wide attention from researchers in 13 terms of fruit classification. However, it is difficult to achieve more accurate recognition due to 14 the complexity of category similarity. In this study, the Alexnet, ResNet, and Inception networks 15 were integrated to construct a deep convolutional neural network named Interfruit, which was then 16 utilized in identifying various types of fruit images. Afterwards, a fruit dataset involving 40 17 categories was also constructed to train the network model and to assessits performance. 18
Introduction

25
In the food industry, fruit represents a major component of fresh produce. Fruit sorting not 26 only helps children and those visually impaired people to guide their diet (Khan and Debnath, 27 2019), but also assists the supermarkets or grocery stores in improving the self-checkout, fruit 28 packaging, and transportation systems. Fruit classification has always been a relatively 29 complicated problem, as a result of their wide variety and irregular shape, color and texture 30 characteristics (García-Lamont et al., 2015) . In most cases, the trained operators are employed to 31 visually inspect fruits, which requires that, these operators should be familiar with the unique 32 characteristics of fruits and maintain the continuity as well as consistency of identification 33 criteria (Olaniyi et al., 2017) . Given the lack of a multi-class automatic classification system for 34 fruits, researchers have begun to employ Fourier transform near infrared spectroscopy, electronic 35 nose, and multispectral imaging analysis for fruit classification (Zhang et al., 2016) . However, 36 these devices are expensive and complicated in operation, with no high overall accuracy. 37
The image-based fruit classification system requires only a digital camera, and can achieve 38 Typically, this new solution adopts wavelet entropy, genetic algorithms, neural networks, support  40 vector machines, and other algorithms to extract the color, shape, and texture characteristics of 41 fruits for recognition (Wang and Chen, 2018) . For fruits that have quite similar shapes, color  42  characteristics become the criteria for the successful fruit classification(Yoshioka and Fukino,  43 2010). Nonetheless, these traditional machine learning methods require the manual feature 44 extraction process, and feature extraction methods may be redesigned in calibrating 45 parameters (Yamamoto et al., 2014) . For example, for apple and persimmon images that are very 46 similar in color and shape, the traditional methods can hardly accurately distinguish between them. 47
To solve this problem, a computer vision-based deep learning technology is proposed (Koirala et 48 al., 2019) . Notably, deep learning is advantageous in that, it directly learns the features of fruit 49 images from the original data, and the users do not need to set any feature extraction 50 method(Kamilaris and Prenafeta-Boldú, 2018). Convolutional neural networks stand for the 51 earliest deep learning methods used for identifying fruits, which adopts numerous techniques, such 52 as convolution, activation, and dropout (Brahimi et al., 2017) . However, the deep learning methods 53 have not been widely utilized to classify many categories of fruits, and the classification accuracy 54 is still not high (Rahnemoonfar and Sheppard, 2017) . 55
To enhance the recognition rate of deep learning for fruits, a deep learning architecture 56 named Interfruit was proposed in this study for fruit classification, which had integrated the 57 AlexNet, ResNet, and Inception networks. Additionally, a common fruit dataset containing 40 58 categories was also established for model training and performance evaluation. Based on the 59 evaluation results, Interfruit's classification accuracy was superior to the existing fruit 60 classification methods. 61 cropped to 300x300 pixels. Table 1 shows the category and number of fruit pictures used in this 66 study. For each type of fruit images, 70% images were randomly assigned to the training set, while 67 the remaining 30% were used as the test set. The as-constructed model was trained based on the 68 training set and evaluated using the test set. 69
Materials and Methods
Convolutional Layer
70
The convolutional neural networks are a variant of deep networks, which automatically learn 71 simple edge shapes from raw data, and identify the complex shapes within each image through 72 feature extraction. The convolutional neural networks include various convolutional layers similar 73 to the human visual system. Among them, the convolutional layers generally have filters with the 74 kernels of 11 × 11, 9 × 9, 7 × 7, 5 × 5 or 3 × 3. The filter fits weights through training and learning, 75
while the weights can extract features, just similar to camera filters. 76
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)Layer
77
Convolutional layers are linear, which are unable to capture the non-linear features. Therefore, 78 a rectified linear unit (ReLU) is used as a non-linear activation function for each convolutional 79
layer.ReLU suggests that, when the input value is less than zero, the output value will be set to 80 zero. Using the ReLU, the convolutional layer is able to output the non-linear feature maps, 81 thereby reducing the risk of overfitting. 82
Pooling Layer
83
The pooling layer is adopted for compressing the feature map after the convolutional layer. 84
The pooling layer summarizes the output of the neighboring neurons, which reduces the activation 85 map size and maintains the unchanged feature.There are two methods in the pooling layer, i.e. 86 maximum and average pooling. In this paper, the maximum pooling (MP)method was adopted. 87
Typically, the MP method remains the maximum pooling area, and it is the most popular pooling 88 strategy. 89 In addition, the Inception structure connects the results of convolutional layers with different 96 kernel sizes to capture features of multiple sizes. In this study, the inception module was 97 integrated into one layer by several parallel convolutional layers. Notably, Inception reduces the 98 size of both modules and images, and increases the number of filters. Further, the module learns 99 more features with fewer parameters, making it easier for the 3D space learning process. 100
ResNet and Inception Structure
Fully Connected and Dropout Layer
101
Fully connected layer (FCL) is used for inference and classification. Similar to the traditional 102 shallow neural network, FCL also contains many parameters to connect to all neurons in the 103 previous layer. However, the large number of parameters in FCL may cause the problem of 104 overfitting during training, while the dropout method is a technique to solve this problem. Briefly, 105 the dropout method is implemented during the training process by randomly discarding units 106 connected to the neural network. In addition, the dropout neurons are randomly selected during the 107 training step, and its appearance probability is 0.25. During the test step, the neural network is 108 used without dropout operation. 109 To minimize errors, the Adam optimizer was also employed in this study, which was superior 117 in its high computational efficiency, low memory requirements and great suitability for large data 118 or many parameters. The learning rate of the Adam optimizer was set to a constant of 1×10e-4, 119
Model Structure and Training Strategy
and CrossEntropyLoss was used as a cost function. Thereafter, the as-proposed model was trained 120 and tested end-to-end on the i7-8750H processor, with 32 GB of running memory and the 121 operating system of WIN 10 x64. 122
Metrics of Performance Evaluation
123
The prediction performance of classifier was evaluated by two metrics, including accuracy 124 (Acc), average F1-score. To be specific, the metrics were defined as follow: 125
Where N p is the number of all correctly classified pictures，N total is the number of all pictures. 128
Average F1-score was calculated using the method average = "weighted" of the sklearn.metrics 129 package 130 IntelFruit effectively learned data and might serve as a good model for fruit recognition. 138
Result and Discussion
Confusion Matrix
139
In this work, the proposed deep learning network IntelFruit was trained on the fruit dataset. 140 Afterwards, the model was evaluated on the test set, which showed good performance. Figure 4  141 presents the confusion matrix of the classification results, where each row represents the actual 142 category, while each column stands for the predicted result. In addition, the number (m-th row and 143 n-th column) indicated the number of actual instances to the m-th label and predicted to be the n-th 144 label. 145
The performance of the classifier was visually evaluated based on the results, and highlighted 146 classes and features of the network model were also determined. IntelFruit obtained a high 147 recognition rate. Typically, the best classified fruits were Grape_Black and Pineapple with 148 different shapes, colors and characteristics from other fruits. As clearly observed from Figure 4 , remaining 856 images were correctly predicted. Therefore, the best classified fruit Grape_Black 151 and Pineapple etc. achieved an accuracy of 100%. By contrast, the worst classified fruits were 152
Apricot and Plum, with low accuracy. According to the above results, the IntelFruit model was 153 able to better identify different fruits. 154
Comparison of Classification Performance
155
To evaluate the effectiveness of these models, the as-proposed method was compared with 156 the existing methods for modern deep learning. The models were evaluated on the test set by the 157 accuracy rate, and avg F1-score ( Table 2) . In Table 2 , the model IntelFruit achieved lower false 158 positive and false negative rates, which demonstrates the effectiveness. For the fruit dataset 159
involving 40 categories, the accuracy value of the proposed model was 92.74%, which was 160 subsequently compared with of Alexnet, GoogLeNet and ResNet18. The accuracy values of these 161 three methods were as follows, 83.97% for Alexnet, 84.83% for GoogLeNet, and 75.52% for 162
ResNet18. In addition, Table 2 clearly illustrated that the avg F1-score of the proposed model was 163 96.23%, which was also superior to the existing models. In the case of fruit recognition, IntelFriu 164 was more effective than those previous methods, revealing the superiority of the proposed 165
AlexNet-ResNet-Inception network. In general, the intelFriut model with the highest recognition 166 rate has promising application value in the food and supermarket industries. 167
Noticeably, IntelFruit was associated with many advantage, it ushered in a new method to 168 classify 40 different types of fruits simultaneously. The high-precision results showed that, 169 convolutional neural networks might also be used to achieve high performance and faster 170 convergence, even for the smaller data sets. This model captured images to train the model 171 without preprocessing the images to eliminate the background noise and the lighting settings. This 172 model showed excellent performance in the evaluated cases; however, it was linked with some 173 difficulties in some cases. For instance, for categories Apricot and Plum, some categories were 174 easily confused with others due to the insufficient sample sizes, leading to false positives or lower 175 accuracy. 176
Conclusions
177
It is quite difficult for supermarket staff to remember all the fruit codes, and it is even more 178 difficult to sort the fruits automatically if no barcodes are printed on the fruits. In this work, a 179 novel deep convolutional neural network named intelFriut is proposed, which is then used to 180 classify the common fruits and help supermarket staff to quickly retrieve the fruit identification ID 181 and price information. 
